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Learning Targets

● I can compare practices that reflect language 
instruction in the past versus the present.

● I can identify ways in which communities of practice 
can shift instruction.

● I can describe the power of communities of practice. 



21st 
Century 
Skills Map: 
World 
Languages

(Partnership for 21st 
Century Skills, 2011)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JjnE-1GNr5g


21st 
Century 
Skills Map: 
World 
Languages

(Partnership for 21st 
Century Skills, 2011)



Changes led to 
resistance and 
burnout.





https://www.polleverywhere.com/free_text_polls/wTWAKCjUihOUNlBfFdi9c?preview=true


- Lack of confidence in the 
language

- Grammar translation method
- Change
- Current culture

(LeLoup, Ponterio & Warford, 2013 )



“Communities of practice are groups of 
people who share a concern or a passion 
for something they do and learn how to 
do it better as they interact regularly.”

Communities of Practice

(Wenger, 1998)



“When accomplished teachers share their 
instructional practices and collaborate with 

colleagues, reduction of teacher isolation, fostering 
of professional environment, and advancing of 

instruction occurs 

(as cited in York-Barr & Duke, 2004).
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Powering 
Up a 

Community 
of Practice

  



Understand
 the Standards 

and 
Expectations

Bright Idea #1:



1) Understanding the Standards

● Teacher professional learning
○ Proficiency Levels- ACTFL 
○ Modes 
○ Language functions





The focus on 
proficiency levels and 
language functions 
was a shift from the 

past.  

(Language Testing International, 2012)



It took a few years to 
internalize the 
proficiency levels and 
the implications of each 
level for instruction.  

(Language Testing International, 2012)



(Texas Education Agency, 2014)



(Texas Education Agency, 
2014)



Redevelop 
Curriculum

Bright Idea #2:



2) Redevelop Curriculum

● Curriculum writing teams
▹ Develop unit goals (“learning targets”) based on language 

functions in a context, text type commensurate with expected 
proficiency levels

▹ Relevant themes
▹ Essential questions (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005)



Essential Question: 
How does the way we shop 
reflect our culture and those of 
other cultures?

Learning Target:  
I can ask and answers questions about 
searching for a product and making 
purchases using essential details and 
simple elaboration. (Interpersonal 1A)

Theme: 
Purchasing in the Digital Age

Essential 
Question: 
How can I use reflexive 
verbs correctly?

Learning Target:  
Students will learn 
how to use reflexive 
verbs - Chapter 4.

Theme: 
Daily Routines

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xG2aJa6UyY


“In this phase, the teachers 
began to see that it is not a 

prescribed grammatical 
sequence that advances 

proficiency.  Rather, it is the 
purposeful focus on the 

language function and mode 
of each of the learning 

targets that leads to targeted 
instruction across the 

proficiency levels. “
(Rivera & Love, 2019, p. 56)



Bright Idea #3:

Assess What 
Students CAN-Do



● Curriculum writing teams
▹ Create relevant real-world performance 

tasks
▹ Develop rubrics that measure student 

communicative skills → calibration

3) Assess What Students CAN-DO



In the backward design 
curriculum writing process, 

assessments show that 
students have met the 
desired learning goals, 
rather than verify that 

content or activities have 
been covered.

(Wiggins & McTighe, 2005)



(TFA Mississippi Humanities, 2015)



(Sandrock, 2008)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xG2aJa6UyY


(Based on ACTFL, 2012)

Grading Criteria

● Language functions from 
Learning Targets

● Text type

● Comprehensibility/meaning making

● Effectiveness of delivery

● Language control

● Communication strategies



Bright Idea #4:

Foster Leadership



4) Foster Leadership 
Group

● Empower instructors 
through communities 
of practice

● Advance instruction 
through 

Coaching

Book Study Peer Feedback

Site Visits

Goal Setting & 
Self-Reflection

Leadership





https://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/G8oSr2kY3t0R1mUvWTPkp?preview=true


Goal Setting & Self-Reflection on 
High-Leverage Teaching Practices

HLTP #1: Facilitating Target Language 
Comprehensibility

HLTP #2: Developing a Classroom Discourse 
Community

HLTP #3: Guiding Learners to Interpret and 
Discuss Authentic Texts

HLTP #4: Focusing on Form in a Dialogic Context 

through PACE

HLTP #5:  Focusing in Cultural Products, Practices 

Perspectives in a Dialogic Context

HLTP #6: Providing Oral Corrective Feedback to 

Correct Learner Performance
(Glisan & Donato, 2017)



https://cloud.swivl.com/v/0115bcd4b59fd23c9d739113ea22f209


“
“Because teachers demonstrate high levels of 

instructional expertise, collaboration, reflection, and a 
sense of empowerment, they became leaders or, more 

accurately, were allowed by their peers to lead”  

(Snell & Swanson, 2000, as cited in York-Barr & Duke, 2004, p. 267)



“ 14% → 33%

26% → 63%
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